First, let me say welcome all to our first volume of the International Journal of Student Scholarship in Physical Therapy. How exciting!

Why start this journal? The intention in launching this journal is not to compete with existing scientific journals, but rather to fill what we saw as a specific need. That is, there are considerable challenges facing professional students and residents as they become involved as authors and reviewers. For example, many journals require that you have experience as an author before participating as a reviewer.

Therefore, our objective is to provide a venue through which professional students and residents might gain experience in scholarly mechanisms of dissemination of evidence ensure ongoing contributions to the scientific basis for physical therapists’ practice:

- As the clinical investigator developing hypotheses and implementing early studies.
- As an author analyzing findings, and writing up the results
- As a disseminator of information regarding what the primary findings were and how these might be used (or not) in our practice
- And as a reviewer providing constructive criticism to improve and clarify the message

I would like to also take this time to acknowledge the input and support of the founding members of the Editorial Board:

Meryl J Alappattu, DPT, PhD
Gwenda Creel, PT, MHS
Steven Z George, PT, PhD
Donovan J Lott, PT, PhD
Mary Thigpen, PT, PhD

We are optimistic though that if you are reading this, you will go on to read at least one of the high quality papers published in this journal. Enjoy.